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Abstract
To every discrete metric space with bounded geometry X we associate a groupoid G(X ) for which the
coarse assembly map for X is equivalent to the Baum–Connes assembly map for G(X ) with coe2cients in
the C∗-algebra ‘∞(X;K). We thus obtain a new proof of the fact that if X admits a uniform embedding
into Hilbert space, the coarse assembly map is an isomorphism. If furthermore X is a discrete group 
with a translation-invariant metric, we show, using Higson’s descent technique, that  also satis8es the
Novikov conjecture. This removes the 8niteness condition in (Yu, Invent. Math. 139 (2000) 201–204).
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1. Introduction
The Baum–Connes conjecture deals primarily with discrete groups, but can be generalized to
group actions, foliations, and even locally compact, -compact HausdorA groupoids endowed
with a Haar system [18,19]. If G is such a groupoid and B is a C∗-algebra acted upon by G,
there is an assembly map
	r :K top∗ (G;B)→ K∗(Bor G):
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It had been conjectured for a long time that this map is always an isomorphism, but counter-
examples to the conjecture with coe2cients for discrete groups, and to the conjecture without
coe2cients for groupoids (and even group actions and foliations) have been constructed by
Higson, LaAorgue, Skandalis, Ozawa and Yu. See [2,7] for details about the conjecture and its
applications.
Let Y be a metric space. One constructs [11,17,20] the “coarse assembly map”
A :KX∗(Y )→ K∗(C∗(Y )):
The advantage of working in the coarse category is that it is much more Nexible, in that
the groups KX∗(Y ) and K∗(C∗(Y )) do not depend on the local topology of Y but only on
its macroscopic structure. In particular, every metric space in this category is isomorphic to
a discrete one. It was conjectured that for every metric space with bounded geometry, i.e.
such that for every R¿ 0 every ball of radius R has at most N (R) elements for some real
number N (R)¿ 0, its coarse assembly map is an isomorphism; however, a counterexample has
been recently given by Higson. In this article we associate to every discrete metric space with
bounded geometry X a locally compact groupoid G(X ). We show that the assembly map for
the metric space X identi8es with the Baum–Connes assembly map for the groupoid G(X ) with
coe2cients in the C∗-algebra ‘∞(X;K)
K top∗ (G(X ); ‘
∞(X ;K))→ C∗(‘∞(X ;K)or G(X )):
If  is a countable group, all its proper left-invariant distances are coarse-equivalent, hence 
is endowed with an intrinsic coarse structure; word metrics on 8nitely generated groups are
examples of such distances. We show
Proposition 3.4. If  is a discrete group; then G(|)|) = (||)o .
(|| is the coarse space underlying  and (||) its Stone– PCech compacti8cation.) In par-
ticular, we obtain a new proof of Yu’s result [21] that the coarse assembly map for  is the
same as the Baum–Connes map for  with coe2cients in ‘∞(;K)
K top∗ (; ‘
∞(;K))→ K∗(‘∞(;K)or ):
In the second half of this paper we apply our results to spaces which admit a uniform embedding
into Hilbert space. Let X be a metric space. Recall that a map f from X to a separable Hilbert
space H is said to be a uniform embedding [5] if there exist two non-decreasing functions 1
and 2 on [0;+∞) such that
(1) limr→+∞ i(r) = +∞;
(2) 1(d(x; y))6 ||f(x)− f(y)||6 2(d(x; y)) for all x; y ∈ X .
Yu [22] introduced a property on metric spaces, called property A (see De8nition 5.1), which
guarantees the existence of such an embedding.
Gromov [5,6] raised the question whether every 8nitely generated group, as a metric space
with a word length metric, admits a uniform embedding into Hilbert space and suggested that
this should be used to study the Novikov conjecture; however, he recently discovered that this
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property does not hold for every countable group. Higson and Kasparov proved the Novikov
conjecture for groups which act properly and isometrically on Hilbert space [10]. The class of
groups which act properly and isometrically on Hilbert space contains all amenable groups [3]
although it does not contain any in8nite property T group. In [22], Yu proved:
Theorem 5.5 (Yu [22]). Let X be a metric space with bounded geometry that admits a uni-
form embedding into Hilbert space. Then the coarse assembly map for X is an isomorphism.
In this paper, we obtain a new proof of Theorem 5.5 by observing that X admits a uniform
embedding into Hilbert space if and only if the groupoid G(X ) admits a proper action on a
continuous 8eld of a2ne Hilbert spaces (cf. Section 5), and using the fact from [19] that for
such a groupoid, the Baum–Connes map with coe2cients is an isomorphism.
Using the descent principle [17], Theorem 5.5 implies that for a 8nitely generated group
which admits as a metric space with word metric a uniform embedding into Hilbert space, and
whose classifying space is a 8nite CW-complex, the Novikov conjecture holds [22, Corollary
1:2]. In the case of groups with property A, Higson strengthened this result by removing the
8niteness assumption on the classifying spaces [8]. Higson’s proof is based on an elegant descent
technique [8] and Tu’s theorem on Baum–Connes conjecture on amenable groupoids [19]. In
this paper, we generalize both Higson’s result and Corollary 1:2 of [22] as follows:
Theorem 6.1. Let  be a countable group with a proper left-invariant metric d. If  admits a
uniform embedding into Hilbert space; then the Baum–Connes assembly map with coeBcients
	r :K top∗ (;A)→ K∗(Aor )
is injective for any separable -C∗-algebra A.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Coarse structures
Let X be a set. If A ∈ X × X and B ∈ X × X , we will use the following notation:
A−1 = {(y; x) | (x; y) ∈ A};
A ◦ B= {(x; z) | ∃y ∈ X; (x; y) ∈ A and (y; z) ∈ B};
that is, A−1 is the groupoid inverse of the set A and A ◦ B is the groupoid product of A and B
in the groupoid X × X . Let r and s be the maps from X × X to X de8ned by r(x; y) = x and
s(x; y) = y. Recall [9, De8nition 2.1] the
Denition 2.1. A coarse structure on X is a collection of subsets of X ×X , called entourages,
that have the following properties:
(a) For any entourages A and B, A−1, A ◦ B, and A ∪ B are entourages;
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(b) Every 8nite subset of X × X is an entourage;
(c) Any subset of an entourage is an entourage.
If = {(x; x) | x ∈ X } is an entourage, then the coarse structure is said to be unital.
This de8nition is slightly diAerent from [9, De8nition 2.1]: equivalence classes of coarse
structures as de8ned in [9] are coarse structures in our sense.
The intersection of a family of coarse structures is a coarse structure. Every set C of subsets
of X × X generates a coarse structure.
The coarse structure is said to be countably generated if there exists a sequence (En) of
entourages such that any entourage is contained in a 8nite union of sets of the form E±1n1 ◦
· · · ◦ E±1nk . Equivalently, there exists an increasing sequence (En) of entourages such that every
entourage is contained in one of the En. If the coarse structure is unital and countably generated,
we may assume that E0 is the diagonal , and de8ne the distance d(x; y) as the in8mum of all
sums
∑k−1
i=0 ni where x0; : : : ; xk are elements of X such that x0 = x, xk = y, and (xi; xi+1) ∈ E±1ni
for all 0 6 i¡k. Conversely, given any distance on X , we get a coarse structure on X by
saying that a set E is an entourage if and only if {d(x; y) | (x; y) ∈ E} is bounded. That coarse
structure is countably generated, since every entourage is contained in one of the sets
R = {(x; y) ∈ X |d(x; y)6 R}:
Consequently, there is a one-to-one correspondence between unital countably generated coarse
structures on X , and coarse equivalence classes of metrics on X (we say that two distances d
and d′ on X are coarse-equivalent if there exist increasing functions k, h :R+ → R+ such that
d6 k(d′) and d′ 6 h(d)).
Let X; Y be sets and f :X → Y a map. Let EY be a coarse structure on Y . We denote by
f∗EY the set {E | (f×f)(E) ∈ EY } (where f×f :X ×X → Y ×Y ). It is a coarse structure on
X . If X is also endowed with a coarse structure EX , we say f is coarse if EX ⊂ f∗(EY ). Two
coarse maps f and g :X → Y are said to be bornotopic if for every E ∈ EX , (f× g)(E) ∈ EY .
Bornotopy is obviously an equivalence relation.
Denition 2.2. Let X and Y be sets with coarse structures EX and EY . A coarse correspondence
from X to Y is a coarse structure on X  Y which restricts to EY on Y , contains EX , and is
generated by its entourages contained in Y × (X  Y ). A coarse equivalence between X and Y
is a coarse structure on X Y which is a coarse correspondence from X to Y and from Y to X .
Proposition 2.3. Let X and Y be sets with coarse structures EX and EY . Let f :X → Y . Let
EYX be the set of subsets E ⊂ Y ×X such that (idY ×f)(E) ∈ EY . Let E(f) consist of sets of
the form EX ∪ EY ∪ EXY ∪ EYX ; where EX ∈ f∗(EY ); EY ∈ EY ; E−1XY ∪ EYX ∈ EYX . Then E(f) is
a coarse correspondence from X to Y if and only if f is coarse. If EX is unital; any coarse
correspondence is deDned by a coarse map; which is unique up to bornotopy.
Proof. Suppose E(f) is a coarse correspondence. Since f∗EY must be a coarse structure on X
containing EX , f is necessarily coarse.
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Conversely, if f is coarse, let h :X  Y → Y be the map which restricts f in X and to the
identity of Y . By de8nition E(f) = h∗EY . It follows that E(f) is a coarse structure on X  Y .
Its restriction to Y is EY ; if E ∈ EX , put E′ = E ∪ (E ◦ E−1) and F = (f × idX )(E′); then
E′ ∈ EX ⊂ f∗(EY ), whence F ∈ EYX ; moreover, E ⊂ (E′)−1 ◦ E′ ⊂ F−1 ◦ F .
Now, assume EX is unital, and let C be a coarse correspondence. There exists E ∈ C, such
that E ⊂ X × Y and  ⊂ E ◦ E−1, where  = {(x; x) | x ∈ X }. Then E contains the graph of
a function f. Now E(f) is generated by EY and the graph Gr(f) of f, therefore, C contains
E(f).
Conversely, if E ∈ C, E ⊂ Y × X , then E ⊂ (E ◦ Gr(f)−1) ◦ Gr(f) and since the restriction
of C to Y is EY , E ◦ Gr(f)−1 ∈ EY , whence E ∈ E(f). As C is generated by its entourages
contained in Y × (X  Y ), we conclude that C= E(f).
Finally, if E(f) = E(g) with f and g coarse maps, then Gr(f)−1 ◦Gr(g) ∈ EY , so f and g
are bornotopic.
2.2. Locally Dnite coarse structures
A coarse structure E on a set X is said to be locally Dnite if for every x ∈ X and any
entourage E, E ∩ s−1(x) is 8nite.
Denition 2.4. For every E ⊂ X × X , let
N (E) = sup
x∈X
max(#(r−1(x) ∩ E); #(s−1(x) ∩ E)):
We shall say a the coarse structure is uniformly locally Dnite if N (E)¡∞ for every entourage
E. We say that a coarse structure on a set Y has bounded geometry if Y is coarse equivalent
to a set X with a uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure.
Note 1. What we call here uniformly locally Dnite, is usually also called bounded geometry.
As there may be some confusion between bounded geometry in the discrete case and in the
general case; we chose to change the denomination.
The coarse structure of a metric space (X; d) is locally 8nite if and only if X is discrete and
d is proper (i.e. closed balls are compact); it is uniformly locally 8nite, if and only if (X; d)
is uniformly locally 8nite, in the sense that for every R¿ 0, there exists N (R)¿ 0 such that
every set of diameter 6 R has at most N (R) elements.
Example 2.5. Let  be a discrete group. The left coarse structure on  is such that E ⊂ ×
is an entourage if and only if {x−1y | (x; y) ∈ E} is 8nite. It is obviously uniformly locally
8nite.
Remark 2.6. (a) Let Eu(X ) be the set {E ⊂ X × X |N (E)¡∞}. Then Eu(X ) is a uni-
formly locally 8nite coarse structure, which contains any uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure
on X .
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(b) Let E be a coarse structure on X . Then E ∩ Eu(X ) is a uniformly locally 8nite coarse
structure on X .
Lemma 2.7. Let X and Y be sets; E ⊂ X × Y . Denote by r and s the projections from E to
X and Y; respectively. Assume that there exist m; n ∈ N such that ∀x ∈ X; #(r−1(x)∩E)6 m
and ∀y ∈ Y; #(s−1(y) ∩ E)6 n.
(a) Put p=m(n− 1) + 1. There exists a partition (Bi)16i6p of X such that s is injective on
E ∩ (Bi × Y ) for every i.
(b) The map SE → X × Y is injective; where SE denotes the closure of E in (X × Y ).
Proof. (a) Let (Bi)16i6p be pairwise disjoint subsets of X such that s|E∩(Bi×Y ) is injective,
whose union is maximal with this property. If there exists an element x outside B1 ∪ · · · ∪ Bp,
then ∀i, s|E∩(Bi∪{x}×Y ) is non-injective. Set A= {y ∈ Y | (x; y) ∈ E}; there exist x′i ∈ Bi, yi ∈ A
such that (x′i ; yi) ∈ E. But, #A6 m and, for all y ∈ A, #{i; Bi ×{y} ∩E}6 n− 1, which yields
an impossibility. Therefore, (Bi)16i6p is a partition of X that satis8es the required properties.
(b) Let (Bi)16i6p be as in (a). The restriction of s : SE → Y to each E ∩ (Bi × Y ) is one to
one. Furthermore, these subsets have disjoint images under the map r : SE → SX .
Let E be a coarse structure on a set X . Let E be the set of entourages A such that r and s
are injective on A.
Lemma 2.8. The coarse structure on X is generated by E if and only if it is uniformly locally
Dnite.
Proof. Suppose that N (E) = n. From Lemma 2.7(a), there exists a partition (Bi)16i6n2−n+1 of
X such that s is injective on E ∩ (Bi × X ) for all i. It is clear that each E ∩ Bi is the union of
n entourages in E, so E is the union of at most n3 entourages in E. Conversely, if E is the
union of m elements of E, then N (E)6 m.
2.3. The coarse assembly map
We 8x a set X endowed with a uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure.
Let H = ‘2(N), Hˆ =H ⊕H with the usual grading, K=K(H) and Kˆ=K(Hˆ). If B is a
C∗-algebra, let HB =B⊗H and Hˆ B =B⊗ˆHˆ . For an entourage E of X , let us denote by PE(X )
the Rips’ complex such that a 8nite subset F ⊂ X spans a simplex in PE(X ) if and only if for
every x; y ∈ F , (x; y) ∈ E. Let B be a C∗-algebra, and
KX∗(X ;B) = lim
E
KK∗(C0(PE(X )); B)
be the coarse homology group of X with coe2cients in B (the limit is taken along the directed
set of entourages of X ). Let C∗(X ;B) be the closure of the algebra of operators in ‘2(X )⊗HB
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which are locally compact and whose support is an entourage. The assembly map
KX∗(X ;B)
A→K∗(C∗(X ;B)):
is de8ned as follows [11,20]:
Denition 2.9. Let B be a C∗-algebra, Y a proper metric space and C a coarse correspondence
from Y to X . There exists a partition of unity ((x)x∈X of Y such that {(x; y) ∈ X × Y |y ∈
Supp (x} ∈ C. For every u ∈ KK∗(C0(Y ); B), let (Hˆ B; ’; F) ∈ E(C0(Y ); B) whose KK-class is u.
Let V0 :C0(Y ) ,→ ‘2(X )⊗ C0(Y ) be the isometry f → ((1=2x f)x∈X ; V = V0 ⊗’ 1, and P = VV ∗.
Then the assembly map A :KK∗(C0(Y ); B)→ K∗(C∗(X ;B)) is de8ned by
(Hˆ B; ’; F) → (P(‘2(X )⊗ˆHˆ B); P(1⊗ˆF)P):
Note that the operator F ′=
∑
x (
1=2
x F(
1=2
x has bounded propagation and is a compact perturbation
of F in the sense that for every a ∈ C0(Y ); ’(a)(F − F ′) is compact. Since P(1⊗ˆF)P =
V (V ∗(1⊗ˆF)V )V ∗=VF ′V ∗, the element (P(‘2(X )⊗ˆHˆ B); P(1⊗ˆF)P) de8nes a K-theory element
of C∗(X ;B) as claimed.
In particular, for Y =PE(X ), every y ∈ PE(X ) can be written as a 8nite convex combination,∑
x (x(y) x, and ((x)x∈X is a partition of unity satisfying the above condition.
There is another interpretation of the assembly map. For every pair of C∗-algebras A and B
there is a natural transformation
˜X :KK(A; B)→ KK(C∗(X ;A); C∗(X ;B)):
Indeed, let (Hˆ B; ’; F) be a A, B-Kasparov bimodule. De8ne F˜ = 1 ⊗ F acting on ‘2(X ) ⊗
H ⊗ˆHˆ B. The map T → T ⊗’ 1 from L((‘2(X ) ⊗ H) ⊗ A) to L((‘2(X ) ⊗ H) ⊗ Hˆ B) in-
duces ’˜ :C∗(X ;A)→ M (C∗(X ;B⊗ˆKˆ)). The bimodule (C∗(X ;B⊗ˆKˆ); ’˜; F˜) de8nes an element
of KK(C∗(X ;A); C∗(X ;B)), since C∗(X ;B⊗ˆKˆ)  C∗(X ;B ⊗K⊗ˆL(C ⊕ C))  C∗(X ;B ⊗
K)⊗ˆL(C⊕ C)  C∗(X ;B)⊗L(C⊕ C) where C⊕ C has the usual grading.
Let Y be a locally compact space which is coarse-equivalent to X , and let ((x)x∈X be a
partition of unity as above. The projection V0V ∗0 de8nes a canonical element that we shall
denote by (Y;X ∈ K0(C∗(X ;C0(Y ))). The assembly map is then the composition
KK∗(C0(Y ); B)
˜X→KK∗(C∗(X;C0(Y )); C∗(X ;B))(Y; X⊗·→ K∗(C∗(X ;B)):
2.4. Groupoids
Let G be a locally compact groupoid (for detailed de8nitions about locally compact groupoids,
see [16,14]). We denote by G(0) and G(2) the set of units and the set of composable pairs of
G, respectively. Let r; s :G → G(0) be the range and the source maps. The groupoid G is said
to be
(a) principal if (r; s) :G → G(0) ×G(0) is injective;
(b) proper if (r; s) :G → G(0) ×G(0) is proper;
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(c) 	etale, or r-discrete, if the range map r :G → G(0) is a local homeomorphism, i.e. if every
x ∈ G admits an open neighborhood such that r(U ) is an open subset of G(0) and r :U →
r(U ) is a homeomorphism. In this case, s is also a local homeomorphism, as well as the
composition map G(2) → G and G(0) is an open subset of G.
For instance, if Y is a locally compact space, then G = Y × Y is endowed with the structure
of a principal and proper groupoid, with unit space Y , range and source maps r(y; z) = y and
s(y; z) = z, composition (y; z)(z; w) = (y;w) and inverse (y; z)−1 = (z; y).
Suppose from now on that G is HausdorA and has a Haar system ((y)y∈G(0) . A cutoF function
on G is a continuous function c :G(0) → R+ such that for every y ∈ G(0),
∫
Gy c(s(g))(
x(dg)=1,
and for every compact K ⊂ G(0), supp (c) ∩ s(GK) is compact. Such a function exists if and
only if G is proper [18, Propositions 6:10, 6:11].
If G is proper, the quotient G(0)=G of the space G(0) by the equivalence relation
x ∼ y ⇔ ∃g ∈ G; s(g) = x and r(g) = y
is locally compact and HausdorA.
An action (on the right) of G on a space Z is given by a map sZ :Z → G(0), called the source
map, and a continuous map from Z ×G(0) G= {(z; g) | sZ(z)= r(g)} to Z , denoted by (z; g) → zg,
such that
(a) sZ(zg) = s(g);
(b) (zg)g′ = z(gg′) whenever sZ(z) = r(g) and s(g) = r(g′);
(c) zy = y if y = sZ(z) ∈ G(0) ⊂ G.
The groupoid Z o G with space of units Z is de8ned as the subgroupoid of (Z × Z) × G
consisting of elements (z; z′; 4) such that z′= z4. Equivalently, it is {(z; g) ∈ Z×G | sZ(z)= r(g)}
with source and range maps s(z; g) = zg; r(z; g) = z, and composition (z; g)(zg; h) = (z; gh). The
action of G on Z is free (resp. proper) if and only if the groupoid Z o G is principal (resp.
proper). A space Z endowed with an action of G is called a G-space. It is said to be G-compact
if the action is proper and the quotient Z=G is compact.
One can de8ne the notions of continuous actions of locally compact groupoids on C∗-algebras
and on Hilbert C∗-modules [15,14]. For instance, a G-equivariant continuous 8eld of C∗-algebras
over G(0) is a G-algebra.
Suppose now that G is a locally compact, HausdorA, -compact groupoid with Haar system
acting on a C∗-algebra A. Then one de8nes the full and the reduced crossed-products of A
by G, denoted by A o G and A or G, respectively. Let us sketch the de8nition of these
algebras (cf. [16]). Let us denote by Cc(G; r∗A) the space of functions with compact support
g → 5(g) ∈ Ar(g) which are continuous in a sense de8ned in [14]. The product and adjoint are
de8ned respectively by
5 ∗  (g) =
∫
h∈Gr(g)
5(h)7h( (h−1g)) d(r(g)(h);
5∗(g) = 7g(5(g−1))∗:
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One denotes by L1(G; r∗A) the completion of Cc(G; r∗A) for the norm ||5||=max(|5|1; |5∗|1),
where |5|1 = supx∈G(0)
∫
g∈Gx ||5(g)|| d(x(g). Then, A o G is the enveloping C∗-algebra of
L1(G; r∗A), and Aor G is the closure of L1(G; r∗A) in L(L2(G; r∗A)).
2.5. The Baum–Connes assembly map for groupoids
Le Gall [15,14] de8nes, for every pair (A; B) of graded G-algebras, a bifunctor KKG(A; B)
that generalizes Kasparov’s [13]. If G is -compact, there is a product KKG(A; B)×KKG(B;D)→
KKG(A;D) that satis8es the same naturality properties as the non-equivariant KK-functor.
Modeled on Kasparov’s descent morphisms there are natural maps
jG :KKG(A; B)→ KK(AoG;BoG);
jG;r :KKG(A; B)→ KK(Aor G; Bor G):
Suppose that G′ is proper with G′(0)=G′ compact, and let c be a cutoA function for G′. The
function g → c(r(g))1=2c(s(g))1=2 de8nes a projection in C∗(G′)=C∗r (G′) whose homotopy class
is independent of the choice of the cutoA function, hence de8nes a canonical K-theory element
(G′ ∈ K0(C∗(G′)). If Z is a G-compact proper space, and B is a G-algebra, the map
KK∗G(C0(Z); B)
jG;r→KK∗(C∗(Z oG); Bor G)(ZoG⊗·→ K∗(Bor G)
induces the Baum–Connes map
	r :K top∗ (G;B) = limZ⊂EG
Z G-compact
KK∗G(C0(Z); B)→ K∗(Bor G);
where EG is the classifying space for proper actions of G [2,18]. The so-called Baum–Connes
conjecture with coe2cients (to which counterexamples have recently been obtained) states that
	r is an isomorphism.
2.6. Pseudogroups and groupoids
Let X be a HausdorA topological space. By partial transformation on X , we mean a homeo-
morphism ’ : Dom’ → Im’ between open subsets of X . (More generally, a partial trans-
formation on a C∗-algebra A is a C∗-isomorphism between ideals of A.) If ’ and  are
partial transformations, the composition ’ ◦  is the ordinary composition of functions from
Dom  ∩  −1(Dom’) onto ’(Dom’ ∩ Im  ). The inverse ’−1 has domain Im’ and range
Dom’. We call unit elements partial transformations of the form IdU ; U open.
A pseudogroup of partial transformations on X is a set G of partial transformations on X
which is stable by composition and inverse (note that the empty transformation may belong
to G). It is unital if it contains the identity map Id :X → X . If G is a pseudogroup, and U
denotes the set of all domains of elements of G, then for all U ∈ U, IdU necessarily belongs to
G. It follows that for all ’ ∈ G and for all U ∈ U, the restriction of ’ to Dom’ ∩U belongs
to G, and that U is stable by 8nite intersection.
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Let us introduce the following terminology: given a transformation pseudogroup G, we say
that x ∈ X is G-strongly 8xed by ’ if there exists U ∈ U such that ’|U = IdU and U  x. Let
us emphasize that this notion depends not only on ’, but also on the ambient pseudogroup G.
In particular, ’ may 8x a neighborhood of a point which is not G-strongly 8xed by ’.
Given any pseudogroup G, we associate a groupoid G(G) in the following way: as a set,
G(G) is the quotient of
{(’; x) ∈ G× X | x ∈ Dom’}
by the equivalence relation: (’; x) ∼ ( ; x) if and only if ’(x) is strongly 8xed by  ◦ ’−1
(that this actually constitutes an equivalence relation is an easy exercise). Using the ‘charts’
U’={(’; x) | x ∈ Dom’} de8ned by the partial transformations, we endow G(G) with a structure
of a topological space such that the map (’; x) from U’ to Dom’ is a homeomorphism. The
source and range maps of the groupoid are s(’; x) = x, r(’; x) = ’(x). The inverse and the
composition are de8ned by
(’; x)−1 = (’−1; ’(x));
(’;  (x)) ◦ ( ; x) = (’ ◦  ; x):
We note that (’; x) is a unit element of G(G) if and only if x is G-strongly 8xed by ’.
The set of units is
⋃
U∈U U . We now on assume that X =
⋃
U∈U U . Note that U’ is an open
subset of G(G) on which r and s are homeomorphisms onto open subsets of X , therefore G(G)
is Wetale.
Example 2.10. If  is a subgroup of Homeo(X) endowed with the discrete topology, then the
groupoid G() is simply the crossed-product X o .
Lemma 2.11. Let G be a transformation pseudogroup on X . Then G(G) is HausdorF if and
only if for every ’ ∈ G; the set of G-strongly Dxed points by ’ is closed in Dom’. (Note
that it is open:)
Proof. An Wetale groupoid G is HausdorA if and only if G(0) is HausdorA and closed. Whence,
G(G) is HausdorA if and only if G(G)(0) ∩ U’ is closed in U’ for every ’ ∈ G. The homeo-
morphism U’
→Dom’ maps G(G)(0) ∩U’ to the set of G-strongly 8xed points by ’.
Let us note that in the case of a group of transformations  ⊂ Homeo(X), since U= {X },
an element ’ has G-strongly 8xed points if and only if ’ is the identity map, hence we 8nd
that X o  is HausdorA, as expected.
Finally, we observe that actions of G(G) correspond to actions of G in the sense we de8ne
below:
A left action of G on a space Z is given by a map p :Z → X , and a homomorphism 7 from
G to a transformation pseudogroup on Z such that for every element ’ :U → V of G, we have
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Dom 7’ = p−1(U ), Im 7’ = p−1(V ) and the diagram
p−1(U )
7’−−→p−1(V )
p
  p
U
’−−−−−→V
commutes. More generally, a left action of G on a C∗-algebra A is given by a structure
 :C(X )→ Z(M (A)) of C(X )-space on A, and a homomorphism 7 from G to a transformation
pseudogroup on A such that for every element ’ :U → V of G, we have Dom 7’=AU=C0(U )A,
Im 7’ = AV = C0(V )A and the diagram
M (AU )
7’−−→ M (AV )
 
   
C0(U )
’∗←−−−−−C0(V )
commutes.
3. The groupoid of a set with uniformly locally nite coarse structure
3.1. The pseudogroup G(X )
Denition 3.1. Let X be a set with a uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure. Every A ∈ E
de8nes a partial transformation ’A on the Stone– PCech compacti8cation X of X . We denote
by G(X ) the pseudogroup {’A |A ∈ E}.
It is immediate that if A ∈ E; ’A has clopen, compact domain and range. The pseudogroup
G(X ) is countably generated (resp. unital) if and only if the coarse structure is. Therefore,
G(X ) is countably generated and unital if and only if the coarse structure on X comes from a
(uniformly locally 8nite) metric.
3.2. The groupoid G(X )
Let us 8rst introduce some notation. If A is a subset of a set Y , we shall denote by SA the
closure of A in the Stone– PCech compacti8cation Y of Y .
Let X be a set with a uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure E. De8ne
G(E) =
⋃
E entourage
SE ⊂ (X × X ):
We will also use the notation G(X ) instead of G(E) if there is no ambiguity. Let us note
that G(X ) is also the spectrum of the abelian C∗-subalgebra of ‘∞(X × X ) generated by the
characteristic functions ;E of entourages E.
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Recall that X × X is endowed with a structure of groupoid with source and range maps
s(x; y) = y and r(x; y) = x. The maps r and s extend to maps from (X × X ) to X , hence to
maps from G(X ) to X .
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a set with a uniformly locally Dnite coarse structure. Recall that
to X is associated a unital pseudogroup G(X ). There is a homeomorphism G(G(X ))→ G(X )
such that the induced groupoid structure on G(X ) has source and range maps r and s deDned
above; and extends the groupoid structure on X × X . The groupoid G(X ) is 	etale; locally
compact; HausdorF and principal.
Proof. Denote by G′(X ) the groupoid G(G(X )). The space G(X ) is locally compact HausdorA
because it is open in the compact space (X ×X ). The groupoid G′(X ) is Wetale by construction.
Let us prove that G(X ) and G′(X ) are homeomorphic. Recall the notation: E is the set of
entourages on which r and s are injective. Since any entourage is a 8nite union of elements of
E (see Lemma 2.8 by E0), we have
G(X ) =
⋃
A∈E
SA:
The groupoid G′(X ) is a quotient of A∈E SA. By de8nition, we have a surjective, continuous,
open map  : A∈E SA → G(X ). We just have to show that  induces a bijection from G′(X )
to G(X ).
By Lemma 2.7(b), the map (r; s) :G(X )→ X ×X is one to one; as (r; s) is de8ned on the
groupoid G′(X ), the map  passes to the quotient.
Let A and B ∈ E. Let Sx ∈ s(A) ∩ s(B); if g=(’A; Sx) and h=(’B; Sx) have distinct images in
the groupoid G(X ), then g ∈ A ∩ B. Then g ∈ A \ B and h ∈ SB are distinct in G(X ).
The fact that G(X ) is principal follows from Lemma 2.7(b).
The set of objects G(X )(0) of G(X ) is
⋃
A
SA ⊂ (X ), the union being taken over subsets A of
X such that A = {(x; x) | x ∈ A} ∈ E. If E is unital G(X )(0) = X .
3.3. Expressing G(X ) as a crossed-product
In what follows, X is a set with a uniformly locally 8nite metric. A unital sub-pseudogroup A
of G(X ) will be called admissible if it covers G(X ), i.e., identifying elements of G(X ) with open
subspaces of G(X ), we have
⋃
’∈A ’= G(X ). Let A be a countable admissible pseudogroup
of G(X ). Its existence follows from the fact that the coarse structure is countably generated. Let
GA be the spectrum of the sub-C∗-algebra of C0(G(X )) generated by {;A |’A ∈ A}, and let
XA be the spectrum of the sub-C∗-algebra of C(X ) = ‘∞(X ) generated by {;s(A) |’A ∈A}.
Lemma 3.3. Let X be a set with a uniformly locally Dnite metric. Then
(a) There exists a countable admissible sub-pseudogroup of G(X ).
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(b) If A is as in (a); then GA is a metrizable (as a topological space); locally compact;
HausdorF; -compact groupoid with unit space XA. The groupoid GA naturally acts on
X =G(X )(0) and G(X ) = X oGA.
Proof. (a) Follows from the fact that the coarse structure is countably generated. To prove (b),
let p :X  XA be the map induced by C(XA) ,→ Cb(X ). For every A ∈A, let =A=;AC0(GA)
and =′s(A) = ;s(A)C(XA). These sets are clopen in GA and XA, respectively. It is easy to see
that =A is the spectrum of {;B |B ⊂ A} and =′s(A) is the spectrum of {;s(B) |B ⊂ A}, so the
source map s :G(X )→ G(X )(0) passes through the quotient and de8nes s :GA → XA which is
a homeomorphism on each =A, A ∈A.
Since ;A;A′ = ;A∩A′ , we have =A ∩ =A′ = =A∩A′ . One can also show that if B, B′ ∈ A
and B, B′ ⊂ , then =′B ∩ =′B′ = =′B∩B′ , so we get the following composition of isomorphisms
=A ×XA =B
sopr2→ =′s(A◦B)
→
s−1=A◦B:
The action of GA on X is de8ned as follows: let Sx ∈ X , g ∈ =A such that r(g) = p( Sx).
There exists a unique g˜ ∈ SA ⊂ G(X ) such that r(g˜) = Sx. We de8ne Sxg= s(g˜).
The crossed-product X oGA is the quotient of ((r(A))×XA =A)= ∼ by the identi8cation
of (r(A))×XA =A and (r(B))×XA =B on (r(A∩B))×XA∩B =A∩B. Noting that (r(A))×XA =A
is homeomorphic to the closure SA of A in (X ×X ), we conclude XoGA 
⋃
A∈A SA  G(X )
since by assumption A covers G(X ).
If for example X is the metric space || underlying a countable group  and A is the group
 acting on the right on itself, then XA is a point and GA = , so we get
Proposition 3.4. If  is a countable group endowed with the left coarse structure; then G(||)=
(||)o .
3.4. Coarse correspondences and groupoid homomorphisms
Let X and Y be sets with uniformly locally 8nite coarse structures EX and EY and C be
a uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure on X  Y , which is a coarse correspondence from
X to Y . We say that C is a uniformly locally Dnite coarse correspondence. Let G(X  Y ) be
the groupoid associated with the uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure C. The restriction of
G(X Y ) to the clopen subset G(Y )(0) of G(X Y )(0) is G(Y ). Moreover, if A ⊂ X is such that
A ∈ C, then by restriction we have a coarse correspondence from the restriction of EX to A and
EY . By Proposition 2.3, there is a coarse map f :A→ Y whose graph is in C, hence Gr(f) is a
8nite union of elements of C (Lemma 2.8). It follows that the G(X Y )-orbits of elements of
G(Y )(0) cover SA, and thus they cover all of G(X Y )(0). Therefore the groupoids G(X Y ) and
G(Y ) are Morita equivalent. Now, the inclusion G(X ) → G(X  Y ) is a generalized groupoid
homomorphism G(X )→ G(Y ). In this way we proved:
Proposition 3.5. Let X and Y be sets with uniformly locally Dnite coarse structures EX and
EY . Any uniformly locally Dnite coarse correspondence between C from X to Y deDnes a
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(generalized) groupoid homomorphism G(X ) → G(Y ). This construction is compatible with
the composition of correspondences and groupoid homomorphisms.
Corollary 3.6. If X and Y are coarse-equivalent sets with uniformly locally Dnite coarse
structures; then the groupoids G(X ) and G(Y ) are Morita-equivalent.
4. Relation between the coarse assembly map and the Baum–Connes assembly map for
groupoids
Since the groupoid G(X ) is not metrizable, one may wish to replace it by a metrizable
groupoid, thanks to Lemma 3.3. The following lemma shows that this can be done without
altering the Baum–Connes assembly map.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a locally compact; HausdorF; -compact groupoid with Haar system;
Z a locally compact G-space with corresponding source map p :Z → G(0). We suppose that p
is proper. Let G′ be the groupoid Z oG; and B a G′-algebra. Then; we have a commutative
diagram; where vertical maps are isomorphisms
K top∗ (G
′;B) 	r−−→ K∗(Bor G′)

  =
K top∗ (G;B)
	r−−→ K∗(Bor G)
Proof. First, BorG′=BorG is an immediate consequence of the de8nition of a crossed-product.
Next, we have EG′ = Z ×G(0) EG, and for every G-compact (G-invariant) subspace T of EG,
the following diagram commutes:
KK∗G′(C0(Z ×G(0) T ); B) −−−−−−−−→ KK∗G(C0(T ); B)
jG′ ;r
  jG;r
KK∗(C0(Z ×G(0) T )oG;Bo r G) i
∗−−→ KK∗(C0(T )oG;Bo r G) ((z×G(0)T )oG⊗  (ToG⊗
K∗(Bo r G)
=−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ K∗(Bo r G)
The proper map p induces a proper map q :Z ×G(0) T → T . We therefore have a G-equivariant
embedding C0(T ) ,→ C0(Z ×G(0) T ), whence a ∗-morphism i :C0(T )oG → C0(Z ×G(0) T )oG.
Let c ∈ Cc(T ) such that ∀t ∈ T ,
∫
g∈Gs(t) c(tg) (
s(t)(dg) = 1. Then (ToG is the projection of
C0(T )oG de8ned by c(t)1=2c(tg)1=2, and ((Z×G(0)T )oG is the image by i of (ToG in C0(Z ×G(0)
T )oG.
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a locally compact; HausdorF; -compact groupoid with Haar system; A
and B two G-algebras; E1 ⊂ E2 two G-equivariant B-modules; ’ :A→L(E2) a G-equivariant
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∗-homomorphism; F = F∗ ∈ L(E2). We suppose that E1 is stable by F and by ’(a) for
all a ∈ A. Assume that ∀a ∈ A; ’(a)(F2 − 1) ∈ K(E1); [’(a); F] ∈ K(E1) and ∀a′ ∈ r∗A;
a′(Vs∗FV ∗ − r∗F) ∈ r∗K(E1) where V ∈ L(s∗E2; r∗E2) is the unitary that deDnes the action
of G on E2.
Then; [(E1; ’; F)] = [(E2; ’; F)] in KKG(A; B).
Proof. Let E = {@ ∈ C([0; 1];E2) | @(0) ∈ E1}. Then E is stable by F ⊗ 1 and ’(a) ⊗ 1 ∈
L(E2 ⊗ C([0; 1])), and the restriction (E; ’⊗ 1; F ⊗ 1) de8nes a homotopy between (E1; ’; F)
and (E2; ’; F).
Let G be a locally compact, HausdorA, -compact groupoid with Haar system. The completion
of Cc(G) endowed with the C0(G(0))-valued scalar product
〈@; A〉(x) =
∫
g∈Gx
S@(x)A(x) d(x(g)
is a Hilbert C0(G(0))-module that we shall denote by L2(G). More generally, for any C∗-algebra
B with an action 7 of G and any non-G-equivariant B-module E, there is a G-equivariant
B-module, denoted by L2(G;E), obtained by completion of Cc(G)C0(G(0)) E with the B-valued
scalar product
〈@1 ⊗ A1; @2 ⊗ A2〉(x) =
∫
Gx
@1(g)@2(g)7g(〈A1; A2〉s(g)) d(x(g):
The action of B is [(@⊗ A)b](g)= @(g)As(g)7g−1(br(g)), and the action of the groupoid is de8ned
by 7g(@⊗ A)= 7g(@)⊗ A, where (7g(@))(h)= @(g−1h). If now E is endowed with an action 7 of
G, then we have an isomorphism L2(G;E)→ L2(G)⊗C0(G(0)) E de8ned by e → e′, e ∈ Cc(G;E),
e′(g) = 7g(e(g)).
Lemma 4.3. Let G be a locally compact, HausdorF groupoid with Haar system; D a G-algebra
and J a G-equivariant ideal of D. Assume that D → M (J ) is faithful. Then DorG is faithfully
represented in L2(G; J ).
Proof. By de8nition, Dor G is faithfully represented in E=L2(G;D). Since the map T → T⊗1
from L(E) to L(E⊗D J ) is isometric, the result follows.
Lemma 4.4. Let X be a set with a uniformly locally Dnite coarse structure; and B a C∗-algebra.
There is a natural isomorphism C∗(X ;B)  ‘∞(X; B⊗K)or G(X ).
Proof. Let D= ‘∞(X; B⊗K). Then G(X ) obviously acts on D. Indeed, any A ∈ E de8nes a
∗-isomorphism between Ds(A) and Dr(A).
From Lemma 4.3 with D = ‘∞(X; B ⊗K) and J = C0(X; B ⊗K), Dor G(X ) is faithfully
represented in L2(G(X ); C0(X; B ⊗K))  C0(X )⊗ ‘2(X )⊗ B ⊗K, where G(X ) and D act on
the factor ‘2(X )⊗ B⊗K. Since the map T → 1⊗ T from L(‘2(X )⊗ B⊗K) to L(C0(X )⊗
‘2(X )⊗ B⊗K) is isometric, we have Dor G(X ) ,→L(‘2(X )⊗ B⊗K).
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We show that DorG(X ) and C∗(X ) are equal as subalgebras of L(‘2(X )⊗HB). The algebra
Dor G(X ) is generated by elements of the form d⊗ ;A, where A ∈ E and d ∈ ‘∞(X; B⊗K).
Put Tx;y = d(x) if (x; y) ∈ A, and Tx;y = 0 otherwise. Then, T = (Tx;y)(x;y)∈X×X is in C∗(X ;B),
and is equal to d⊗;A. Conversely, C∗(X ;B) is generated by operators T =(Tx;y)(x;y)∈X×X with
support on some A ∈ E, hence we prove likewise that C∗(X ;B) ⊂ Dor G(X ).
Lemma 4.5. Let A and B be C∗-algebras and X a set with a uniformly locally Dnite coarse
structure. We have a commutative diagram
KK(A; B) SX−−−−−−−−→ KK(C∗(X ;A); C∗(X ;B)) k  
KKG(X )(l∞(X; A); l∞(X; B))
JG(X )−−→ KK(Aor G(X ); Bor G(X ));
where k(E; ’; F) = (‘∞(X;E); ’˜; F˜), ’˜((ax)x∈X ) = (’(ax))x∈X , F˜((@x)x∈X ) = (F(@x))x∈X .
Proof. Straightforward.
Lemma 4.6. Let G be a locally compact; HausdorF; -compact groupoid with Haar system;
Z a proper G-space; B a G-algebra. Then; every element of KKG(C0(Z); B) can be represented
by a Kasparov bimodule of the form (L2(G)⊗ˆC0(G(0)) ⊗ Hˆ B; ’; F) with F = F∗ a G-invariant
operator.
Proof. Let u be an element of KKG(C0(Z); B), represented by a G-equivariant C0(Z), B-bimodule
(E; ’; F). Let c be a cutoA function on Z . We can replace F with (F ′ + F ′∗)=2, where
F ′x =
∫
Gx 7g(c)7g(Fs(g)) (
x(dg), so we can suppose that F is G-invariant. The isometry
f → f′(z; g) = f(z)c(zg)1=2
embeds C0(Z) as a direct factor of C0(Z) ⊗C0(G(0)) L2(G). By applying · ⊗C0(Z) E, we see that
E is a direct factor of L2(G) ⊗C0(G(0)) E  L2(G;E). By Kasparov’s stabilization Theorem, E
is (non-equivariantly) a direct factor of Hˆ B, therefore we can represent u in L2(G; HˆB) 
L2(G)⊗ˆC0(G(0))Hˆ B.
In what follows, identifying elements of PE(X )×{x} with probability measures on s−1(x) ⊂
GA, PE(GA) will (abusively) denote the closure of the image of PE(X ) × X in the set of
probability measures on GA, endowed with the weak topology of the dual of Cc(GA).
Lemma 4.7. Let X be a discrete uniformly locally Dnite metric space; B a C∗-algebra; and
d¿ 0. With the above notations; we have a commutative diagram where vertical maps
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are isomorphisms
KK∗GA(C0(PE(GA)); l
∞(X; B)) 	r−−→ K∗(l∞(X; B)or GA) i∗  =
KK∗(C0(PE(X )); B)
A−−−−−−−−→ K∗(C∗(X ;B))
i∗ is deDned as follows: let x be an arbitrary point on X. Then i : {x} ,→ G(X ) is a groupoid
homomorphism; and i∗ is the natural transformation KKGA → KK induced by i.
Proof. To prove that i∗ is an isomorphism, let us de8ne a map j in the other direction: for
every Kasparov bimodule (Hˆ B; ’; F) ∈ E(C0(PE(X )); B), let E=‘∞(X; B⊗Kˆ), ((’˜(a))(@))(x)=
’(a(x))@(x), (F˜@)(x) = F@(x). It is obvious that i∗ ◦ j = Id. Conversely, if (E; ’; F) ∈
EGA(C0(PE(GA)); ‘
∞(X; B)), then we can suppose from Lemma 4.6 that F is G-equivariant,
and that E = ‘∞(X; B) ⊗ L2(GA)⊗ˆHˆ . But E1 is a submodule of E′ = ‘∞(X; B ⊗ ‘2(X )⊗ˆHˆ) 
‘∞(X; B⊗Kˆ), so we can suppose by Lemma 4.2 that E=‘∞(X; B⊗Kˆ), and then it is obvious
that j ◦ i∗ = Id.
To prove that the diagram is commutative, it su2ces to note that, for A= C0(PE(X ))⊗K,
KK∗(A; B)
SX−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ K∗(C∗(X ;A); C∗(X ;B)) k  
KK∗GA(l
∞(X; A); l∞(X; B))
jG−−−−−→ KK∗(l∞(X; A)oGA; C∗(X ;B)) 
KK∗GA(C0(PE(GA)); l
∞(X; B))
jG−−→ KK∗(C0(PE(GA))oGA; C∗(X ;B))
commutes (see Lemma 4.5), and that the composition of the two vertical maps on the left
is j.
Proposition 4.8. Let X be a uniformly locally Dnite metric space; B a C∗-algebra. We have
a commutative diagram; whose vertical maps are isomorphisms:
K top∗ (G(X ); l
∞(X; B)) 	r−−→K∗(l∞(X; B)or G(X ))   =
K top∗ (GA; l
∞(X; B)) 	r−−−−−→K∗(l∞(X; B)or GA)   =
KK∗(X ;B)
A−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→K∗(C∗(X ;B))
Proof. The assertion for the upper square follows from Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1. For the lower
square, it results from Lemma 4.7.
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Corollary 4.9 (Yu [21]). Let  be a discrete countable group; and || its underlying metric
space endowed with the coarse structure of Example 2:5. The Baum–Connes assembly map
for  with coeBcients in ‘∞(;K) is equivalent to the coarse assembly map for ||.
5. Property A and uniform embedding
Let X be a uniformly locally 8nite metric space and let G(X ) be the associated groupoid.
In this section we relate some properties of X with properties of the groupoid. More precisely,
we prove that
1. Property (A) introduced by Yu in [22] is equivalent to the amenability of the groupoid
G(X ). This generalizes the main result of [12], and actually the proof is almost the same as
in [12].
2. The space X admits a uniform embedding into Hilbert space if and only if the groupoid
G(X ) has a proper a2ne action on a Hilbert bundle (in the sense of [19]).
5.1. Property A
Let us recall property A of [22] and some de8nitions related with amenability taken from
[12] (cf. also [12]). We need some notation:
• recall that r = {(x; y) |d(x; y)6 r}.
• Let Y be a subset of X × X ×N; for x, set Y x = {(z; n) ∈ X ×N | (x; z; n) ∈ Y }.
Denition 5.1 (Yu [22]). The space X is said to satisfy property (A) if there exists a sequence
of subsets Yn ⊂ X × X ×N such that
(a) For every n ∈ N, 0 × {0} ⊂ Yn; moreover, for every x ∈ X , the set Y xn is 8nite;
(b) For every n ∈ N, there exists r ∈ R+ such that Yn is contained in r ×N;
(c) The sequence of functions gn(x; y) = #(Y xn ∩ Y yn )=#(Y xn ∪ Y yn ) converges to 1 uniformly on
every r .
We next recall the de8nition of amenability. Note that if G is an Wetale groupoid, an r-system
in the sense of [1] is just a function on G.
Denition 5.2 (Anantharaman-Delaroche and Rehault [1]). An Wetale groupoid G is said to be
amenable if given compact subsets K ⊂ G, C ⊂ G(0) and j¿ 0, there exists f ∈ Cc(G) such
that
(a) ∀u ∈ C, we have ∑x∈Gu f(x) = 1.
(b) ∀x ∈ K , we have ∑y∈Gs(x) |f(xy)− f(y)|6 D.
Of course, if G(0) is compact, one just takes C =G(0). Furthermore, if G is -compact, one
8nds a sequence fn of functions such that
(a) ∀u ∈ G(0) and every n ∈ N, we have ∑x∈Gu fn(x) = 1.
(b) The sequence
∑
y∈Gs(x) |fn(xy)−fn(y)| converges to 0 uniformly on compact subsets of G.
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As in [12], denote by C∗u (X ) the completion of the ∗-algebra of operators in ‘2(X ) whose
support is an entourage. Generalizing a result of Higson and Roe [12], we get:
Theorem 5.3. Let X be a uniformly locally Dnite metric space. The following are equivalent:
(i) The space X satisDes property (A);
(ii) There is a sequence of functions fn :X × X → [0; 1] such that
(a) The support of fn is an entourage;
(b) For all x ∈ X; ∑y fn(x; y) = 1;
(c) For every r; we have limn→∞ sup{
∑
z |fn(x; z)− fn(y; z)|; (x; y) ∈ r}= 0.
(iii) The groupoid G(X ) is amenable.
(iv) There is a countable admissible sub-pseudogroup A ⊂ G(X ) such that the associated
groupoid G(A) is amenable.
(vi) C∗u (X ) is nuclear.
Proof. The proof is almost exactly the same as the one in [12].
We prove (ii) ⇒ (i). Assume that fn has support in some rn ; let Rn = supx∈X #{y | (x; y)
∈ rn}. Put then
Yn = (0 × {0}) ∪ {(x; y; k) ∈ X × X ×N | k ¡nRnfn(x; y)}:
It is clear that if (x; y; k) ∈ Yn, then fn(x; y) = 0, whence (x; y) ∈ rn ; moreover, since fn 6 1,
if (y; k) ∈ Y xn , then (x; y) ∈ rn and k ¡nRn; whence Y xn has at most nR2n points.
Note that for every x; z ∈ X , setting B(x; rn) = {z ∈ X |d(x; z)6 rn}, we have
#{k ∈ N | (x; z; k) ∈ Yn}¿ nRnf(x; z)− 1;
hence
#Y xn ¿
∑
z∈B(x;rn)
(nRnf(x; z)− 1) = nRn − #B(x; rn)¿ (n− 1)Rn:
Moreover, for every x; y; z ∈ X ,
#{k ∈ N | (z; k) ∈ Y xn ! Y yn }6 1 + nRn|f(x; z)− f(y; z)|;
whence
#(Y xn ! Y yn )6
∑
z∈B(x;rn)∪B(y;rn)
(1 + nRn|f(x; z)− f(y; z)|)
6 2Rn + nRn
∑
z∈X
|f(x; z)− f(y; z)|:
It follows that condition (c) is satis8ed.
• To prove that (ii) ⇔ (iii), one just needs to notice that, since X × X is dense in G(X ),
Cc(G(X )) is the set of bounded functions de8ned on X × X with support in some r .
• To prove that (iv) ⇒ (iii), just note that, since G(A) is a quotient of G(X ), Cc(G(A)) ⊂
Cc(G(X )). Therefore, the sequence of functions fn ∈ Cc(G(A)) giving the amenability of
the groupoid G(A), also gives the amenability of the groupoid G(X ).
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• To prove that (i) ⇒ (iv), for n; k ∈ N; k ¿ 0, let Zkn be the set of (x; y) ∈ X × X , such
that #{j ∈ N | (x; y; j) ∈ Yn} = k; there exist a countable set D of partial transformations
such that each Zkn is a 8nite disjoint union of elements in D. Let A be the subpseudogroup
generated by D. The functions on X × X given by fn(x; y) = #{j ∈ N | (x; y; j) ∈ Yn}=#(Y xn ),
are restrictions of elements of Cc(G(A)) which in turn imply amenability of the groupoid
G(A).
• (iii)⇔ (v) follows from the obvious fact that C∗u (X )  C∗r (G(X )).
Of course, one may now express the amenability of G(A) using many equivalent conditions
(cf. [1]).
5.2. Uniform embedding
Let G be a groupoid. Recall that a negative type function on G is a function f :G → R such
that
(a) f|G(0) = 0.
(b) ∀x ∈ G, f(x−1) = f(x).
(c) Given x1; x2; : : : ; xn ∈ G all having the same range and (1; (2; : : : ; (n ∈ R such that
∑
(k =0,
we have
∑
j; k f(x
−1
j xk)(j(k 6 0.
Moreover, if G is a locally compact (HausdorA) second countable groupoid with compact unit
space, the following are equivalent (cf. [19]):
(i) There exists a proper negative type function on G.
(ii) There is a continuous 8eld of Hilbert spaces over G(0) with a proper a2ne action of G.
Theorem 5.4. Let X be a uniformly locally Dnite metric space. The following are equivalent:
(i) The space X admits a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space;
(ii) There exists a negative type function f :X × X → R such that
(a) f is bounded on every entourage;
(b) For all r ∈ R+; {(x; y) ∈ X × X | |f(x; y)|6 r} is an entourage.
(iii) There is a continuous proper negative type function f :G(X )→ R.
(iv) There is a countable admissible sub-pseudogroup A ⊂ G(X ) and a continuous proper
negative type function f :G(A)→ R.
Proof. We prove (i) ⇒ (ii): if g :X → H is a uniform embedding into a Hilbert space, set
f(x; y) = ||g(x)− g(y)||2. Conditions (a) and (b) are obvious. Let x → (x be a function on X
with 8nite support such that
∑
(x = 0. We have
∑
x;y
(x(y||g(x)− g(y)||2
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=
∑
x;y
(x(y(||g(x)||2 + ||g(y)||2 − 2〈g(x); g(y)〉)
=
(∑
x
(x||g(x)||2
)(∑
y
(y
)
+
(∑
x
(x
)(∑
y
(y||g(y)||2
)
− 2
〈∑
x
(xg(x);
∑
y
(yg(y)
〉
6 0:
• We prove (ii)⇒ (iii): note that a function f :X × X → R is the restriction of a continuous
function F :G(X )→ R if and only if it is bounded on every entourage; moreover F is proper
if and only if f−1([ − r; r]) is an entourage for every r ∈ R+; 8nally, if f is of negative
type and x1; : : : ; xn ∈ G(X ) have the same range a ∈ X , there exist partial transformations
g1; : : : ; gn of X such that xi is in the closure of the graph of gi. Up to restricting the gi, we
may further assume that they all have the same image. Given (1; : : : ; (n ∈ R with sum 1, and
u in the image of the gi, we have
∑
j; k f(g
−1
j (u); g
−1
k (u))(j(k 6 0. Letting u converge to a,
we 8nd
∑
j; k F(x
−1
j xk)(j(‘ 6 0.
• To prove (iii) ⇒ (iv), let f :G(X ) → R be a negative type proper function. For every pair
(s; t) of rational numbers such that s6 t, the entourage {(x; y) ∈ X ×X | s6 f(x; y)6 t} is
a 8nite disjoint union of entourages Es; t; i in E. Let A be the pseudogroup generated by the
partial transformations ’Es; t; i . Then A is a countable admissible sub-pseudogroup of G(X )
and f de8nes a continuous proper negative type function on G(A).
• To prove (iv)⇒ (i), let A ⊂ G(X ) be a countable admissible sub-pseudogroup and let 7 be
a continuous proper isometric a2ne action of G(A) on a Hilbert bundle H over G(A)(0).
Let then x0 ∈ X ⊂ G(A)(0) and put H = Hx0 . For x ∈ X , we put g(x) = 7(x0; x)0x, where
(x0; x) ∈ X × X ⊂ G(A) and 0x is the 0x element of the Hilbert space Hx. For x; y ∈ X , we
have ||g(y)−g(x)||= ||7(x0; x)7(x; y)0y−7(x0; x)0x||= ||7(x; y)0y|| since 7(x0; x) is isometric.
The function 4 → ||7(4)0r(4)|| is a continuous proper function on G(A); the entourages are
the subsets of X × X whose closure in G(A) is compact. It follows that x → g(x) is a
uniform embedding of X into H.
Now, a new proof of Yu’s theorem [22] follows easily from Theorem 5.4 and Tu’s general-
ization of Higson and Kasparov’s theorem [19,10].
Theorem 5.5 (Yu [22]). Let X be a uniformly locally Dnite metric space that admits a uniform
embedding into Hilbert space. Then the coarse assembly map for X is an isomorphism.
Proof. From Theorem 5.4 (i ⇒ iii), there is a proper negative type function f :G(X ) → R,
hence, from [19], the Baum–Connes assembly map with coe2cients for G(X ) is an isomorphism.
The conclusion follows from Corollary 4.9.
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6. The Novikov conjecture for groups which admit a uniform embedding into Hilbert space
The main purpose of this section is to prove
Theorem 6.1. Let  be a countable group with a proper left-invariant metric. If  admits a
uniform embedding into Hilbert space; then the Baum–Connes assembly map
	r: K top∗ (;A)→ K∗(Aor )
is injective for any separable -C∗-algebra A.
6.1. Proper aBne actions and negative type functions of transformation groupoids, Tu’s
theorem
For the convenience of readers who are not familiar with groupoids, we shall brieNy discuss
the concept of proper a2ne action and its relation to negative type function for transformation
groupoids, even though we have discussed the same material in the general groupoid case.
Let  be a countable discrete group. Denote by e its identity element. Assume that  acts on
the right on a compact HausdorA space X by homeomorphisms. Recall that the product and the
inverse operations of the transformation groupoid X o is given by: (x; g)(x′; g′) = (x; gg′) for
all (x; g) and (x′; g′) in X × satisfying x′ = xg, and (x; g)−1 = (xg; g−1) for all (x; g) ∈ X ×.
Denition 6.2. Let H be a continuous 8eld of Hilbert spaces over X [4, pp. 210–211]. We say
that the transformation groupoid Xo acts on H by a2ne isometries if, for every (x; g) ∈ X×,
there is an a2ne isometry U(x;g) :Hxg → Hx such that
(1) U(x;e) :Hx → Hx is the identity map;
(2) U(x;g)U(x′; g′) =U(x;gg′) if x′ = xg;
(3) for every continuous vector 8eld h(x) in H and every g ∈ , U(x;g)(h(xg)) is a continuous
vector 8eld in H .
Denition 6.3 (Tu [19]). Let X o  act on H as in De8nition 6.2. The action is said to be
proper if for any R¿ 0, the number of elements in {g ∈  | ∃x ∈ X |U(x;g)(BHxg(R))∩BHx(R) = ∅}
is 8nite, where BHx(R) = {h ∈ Hx | ||h||6 R}.
Let us also recall [19] that X o  admits a proper action on a continuous 8eld of a2ne
Hilbert spaces if and only if it admits a continuous, negative type function in the sense of
De8nition 6.4 below:
Denition 6.4. Let X o be a transformation groupoid. A continuous function  :X × → R,
is said to be a negative type function if
(1)  (x; e) = 0 for all x ∈ X ;
(2)  (x; g) =  (xg; g−1) for all (x; g) ∈ X × ;
(3)
∑n
i; j=1 titj (xgi; g
−1
i gj)6 0 for all {ti}ni=1 ⊆ R satisfying
∑n
i=1 ti = 0; gi ∈  and x ∈ X .
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Let us also state the following result which is a particular case of Theorem 5.4.
Proposition 6.5. Let  be a countable group with a proper left-invariant metric d. The fol-
lowing are equivalent:
(i) there exists a uniform embedding f : → H .
(ii) there exists a proper negative type function on o ;
(iii) there exists a compact; HausdorF; second countable space Y with an action of  which
admits a proper negative type function on Y o .
Proof. Follows from the proof of Theorem 5.4, in which one can suppose that the sub-pseudogroup
A contains the group . Then, letting C(Y ) = C∗{;A | IdA ∈A}, one has G(A) = Y o .
The following is a particular case of a theorem of Tu [19] which generalizes a theorem of
Higson and Kasparov [10]:
Theorem 6.6 (Tu [19]). Let X be a compact; second countable HausdorF space. If the trans-
formation groupoid X o acts properly on some continuous Deld of Hilbert spaces by aBne
isometries; then the Baum–Connes assembly map for the transformation groupoid
	r :K top∗ (;C(X )⊗ A)→ K∗((C(X )⊗ A)or )
is an isomorphism for any separable -C∗-algebra A.
Indeed, by Lemma 4.1, the Baum–Connes assembly map for the groupoid X o with coef-
8cients in C(X )⊗ A is the same as the one for the group  with coe2cients in C(X )⊗ A.
6.2. Proof of Theorem 6.1
Suppose from now on that  is a continuous proper negative type function on Y o . As
in [8], we consider Prob(Y ), the space of all Borel probability measures on Y with the weak∗
topology. Denote Prob(Y ) by X . Notice that X is a compact, second countable and HausdorA
space. The  action on Y induces a  action on X . We de8ne 5 :X ×  → R by
5(m; g) =
∫
Y
 (y; g) dm
for all (m; g) ∈ X × .
Lemma 6.7. 5 is a proper negative type function on the transformation groupoid X o .
Proof. Condition (1) in De8nition 6.4 is clear. Let us verify condition (2). For every (m; g) ∈
X × , we have
5(mg; g−1) =
∫
Y
 (y; g−1) d(mg)
=
∫
Y
 (yg; g−1) dm=
∫
Y
 (y; g) dm
=5(m; g):
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Next, we verify condition (3) in De8nition 6.4. If {ti}ni=1 ⊆ R and
∑n
i=1 ti = 0, we have
n∑
i; j=1
titj5(mgi; g−1i gj)=
n∑
i; j=1
titj
∫
Y
 (y; g−1i gj) d(mgi)
=
∫
Y

 n∑
i; j=1
titj (ygi; g−1i gj)

 dm6 q0;
where the last inequality follows from the fact that  is a negative type function on the trans-
formation groupoid Y o . The properness of 5 follows from the de8nition of 5 and the fact
that f is a uniform embedding.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We consider the following Higson descent diagram (cf. the proof of
Theorem 3:2 in [8]):
K top∗ (; A)
	r−−−−−−−−→ K∗(Aor ) 
K top∗ (;C(X )⊗ A)
	r−−→ K∗((C(X )⊗ A)or );
where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion of C into C(X ). By Lemma 6.7, the
transformation groupoid X o  acts properly on a continuous 8eld of Hilbert spaces by a2ne
isometries. Hence, by Tu’s Theorem, the bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism. By [8,
Proposition 3:7], the left vertical map is an isomorphism since, for any 8nite subgroup H of ,
X is H -equivariantly homotopy equivalent to a point. It follows from the commutativity of the
above diagram that the top horizontal map is split injective.
Appendix A. The groupoid of the universal coarse structure
Let X be countable discrete set. From Proposition 3.2, there is a groupoid =u associated with
the universal uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure Eu(X )= {E ⊂ X ×X |N (E)¡∞}. Up to
isomorphism, =u does not depend on X . It is clear that for every uniformly locally 8nite coarse
structure E on X; G(E) is a subgroupoid of =u. The objective of this appendix is to prove that
the correspondence E → G(E) is a bijection between uniformly locally 8nite coarse structures
on X and open subgroupoids of =u which contain X × X , and to characterize these groupoids
among subsets of (X × X ).
For every open set V ⊂ Y , let us introduce the notation
C(V ) = {A ⊂ Y | SA ⊂ V}: (A.1)
Lemma A.1. Let Y be a set; and denote by P(Y ) the set of its subsets.
(a) Clopen subsets of Y are SA; where A ⊂ Y .
(b) For any open set V ⊂ Y we have V =⋃A∈C(V ) SA. In other words; clopen sets constitute
a basis for the topology of Y .
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(c) V → C(V ) is a bijective correspondence between open subsets of Y and sets C ⊂ P(Y )
which are stable by taking Dnite unions and subsets.
Proof. (a) Clopen subsets of Y correspond to projections of C(Y )=‘∞(Y ), hence to subsets
of Y .
(b) Let y ∈ V . There exist U open and K compact such that y ∈ U ⊂ K ⊂ V . Since
U ∩ Y is dense in U and K is closed, one has y ∈ U ⊂ U ∩ Y ⊂ K , hence y ∈ SA where
A=U ∩ Y ∈ C(V ).
(c) Let ’ be the map V → C(V ) and  the map C → ⋃A∈C SA. From (b),  ◦’ is the identity
map. To prove that ’ ◦  is the identity, let C ⊂ P(Y ) be stable by 8nite unions and subsets,
and V =  (C). Obviously, V is open and C ⊂ C(V ). Conversely, if SA ⊂ V , by compactness it
is covered by SA1 ∪ · · · ∪ SAn; Ai ∈ C, so A ⊂ A1 ∪ · · · ∪An. Since C is stable by 8nite unions and
subsets, A ∈ C.
Proposition A.2. The correspondence E→ G(E) is a bijection between uniformly locally Dnite
coarse structures on X and open subgroupoids of =u which contain X × X . Moreover; G(E)
is -compact if and only if E is countably generated.
Proof. In view of Lemma A.1(c), we just need to show that, if G is a groupoid, C(G) is a
uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure. Note that by Lemma A.1(c), we have C(=u) = Eu.
Therefore, if E ∈ C(G) ⊂ C(=u), then N (E)¡+∞. Conditions (b) and (c) of De8nition 2.1
are obviously satis8ed by C(G). Finally, let E; F ∈ C(G). Then ( SE)−1 and SE: SF are compact
subsets of G and contain respectively E−1 and E ◦ F . Therefore E−1; E ◦ F ∈ C(G).
If there exists a sequence En of entourages of X such that every entourage is contained in
one of the En, then G(X ) =
⋃
n∈N SEn is -compact. Conversely, if G(X ) =
⋃
n∈N Kn with Kn
compact, and since SE is open for every entourage E, Kn ⊂ SEn for some entourage En. It follows
that every entourage is contained in one of the En.
Recall that X × X is endowed with a groupoid structure with space of units X . If X is
in8nite, that structure does not extend continuously to a groupoid structure on (X × X ), but
the following proposition says that an open subset of = of (X × X ) containing X × X is a
groupoid if and only if it comes from a uniformly locally 8nite coarse structure on X .
Proposition A.3. Let = be an open subset of (X × X ) containing X × X . Denote by
r :(X × X ) → X and s :(X × X ) → X the continuous maps whose restriction to
X ×X is; respectively; (x; y) → x and (x; y) → y. Then; the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) The groupoid structure on X × X extends continuously to a groupoid structure on =.
(ii) The maps p:((x; y); (y; z)) → (x; z) and E:(x; y) → (y; x) extend to continuous maps
Sp:{(u; v) ∈ = ×= | s(u) = r(v)} → = and SE := → =.
(iii) = is a subgroupoid of =u.
(iv) C(=) is a uniformly locally Dnite coarse structure.
(v) C(=) is a coarse structure and =
(r; s)→ X × X is injective.
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Proof. The equivalence (iii) ⇔ (iv) comes from Proposition A.2. As the groupoid associated
to a coarse structure is principal (Proposition 3.2), (iv) ⇒ (v).
The implications (iii) ⇒ (i) ⇒ (ii) are obvious.
In order to prove the implications (v)⇒(ii)⇒(iv), we need a few lemmas.
Lemma A.4. Let f :X → Y be a map between discrete sets. Then the induced map f :X →
Y is open.
Proof. For every subset A of X , as SA is compact f( SA) = f(A). The conclusion follows from
Lemma A.1(b).
In the following lemma, (a) and (b) are simple exercises and (c) is an immediate consequence
of (a) and (b) by taking U = f−1(V ).
Lemma A.5. Let f :T → T ′ be an open continuous map between topological spaces; D ⊂ T
a dense subset; and V ⊂ T ′ open. Then
(a) For every open subset U of T; one has U ∩D= SU .
(b) f−1( SV ) = f−1(V ).
(c) f−1( SV ) = f−1|D (V ).
Lemma A.6. Let X be a set; and E1; E2 be subsets of X ×X . Denote by SEi the closure of Ei
in (X × X ). Then E1 ×X E2 is dense in SE1 ×X SE2 ⊂ (X × X )× (X × X ).
Proof. Let s(x; y) = y and r(x; y) = x. From Lemma A.4, s : SE1 → X and r : SE2 → X are
open. Therefore, the map f = (s; r): SE1 × SE2 → X × X is open. Let  be the diagonal of
X × X . Using Lemma A.5, E1 ×X E2 = f−1|E1×E2() = f−1( S) = SE1 ×X SE2.
Let = be an open subset of (X × X ) containing X × X . Lemma A.6 shows that if the
groupoid structure of X × X extends continuously to =, this extension is unique.
Lemma A.7. Let = be an open subset of (X ×X ) containing X ×X and satisfying condition
(ii) of Proposition A:3. Then ∀E; F ∈ C(=); we have E ◦ F ∈ C(=) and E−1 ∈ C(=).
Proof. The sets Sp({(u; v) ∈ SE × SF |s(u) = r(v)}) and SE( SE) are compact subsets of = which,
respectively, contain E ◦ F and E−1.
Lemma A.8. Let X and Y be sets; and Z a subset of X × Y . Let ’ :Z → X × Y be
the natural map. Let K be a clopen subset in ’(Z). Then there exists n ∈ N and subsets
B1; : : : ; Bn ⊂ X; C1; : : : ; Cn ⊂ Y such that K = SA with A=
⋃
16i6n(Bi × Ci) ∩ Z .
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Proof. As Z = ’(Z) is dense in ’(Z), a clopen subset K of ’(Z) is of the form SA where
A= Z ∩ K (Lemma A.5(a)).
The sets SB× SC; B ⊂ X; C ⊂ Y form a basis for the topology of X × Y (Lemma A.1). As
K is open in ’(Z) there exist a set I and families (Bi)i∈I and (Ci)i∈I such that K =∪i∈I ( SBi ×
SCi) ∩ ’(Z). Since K is compact, one may replace the set I by a 8nite subset.
Lemma A.9. Let E; X be sets; and f :E → X a map. Set F=E×X E={(y; z) ∈ E×E|f(y)=
f(z)}. Let ’ :F → E×E be the map extending the inclusion of F into E×E. If there exists
a clopen subset K in ’(F) such that F ∩K = {(y; y)|y ∈ E}; then supx∈X #f−1({x})¡+∞.
Proof. Let A = {(y; y) |y ∈ E} ⊂ F . Applying Lemma A.8, we 8nd n ∈ N and subsets
B1; : : : ; Bn; C1; : : : ; Cn ⊂ E such that A=
⋃
16i6n(Bi×Ci)∩F . Note that (Bi×Ci)∩A={(y; y) |y ∈
Bi∩Ci}; we therefore have A=
⋃
16i6n(Di×Di)∩F , with Di=Bi∩Ci. Now, if y; z ∈ Di satisfy
f(y) =f(z), then (y; z) ∈ (Di ×Di)∩F ⊂ A, whence y= z. It follows that the restriction of f
to Di is injective. As A=
⋃
16i6n(Di ×Di) ∩ F , the D′is cover E, whence f is at most n to 1.
Proof. End of the proof of Proposition A.3 (ii) ⇒ (iv): Assume (ii) is satis8ed. Let s :(X ×
X ) → X be the source map. Let E ∈ C(=). Set F = {(u; v) ∈ E × E | s(u) = s(v)}. By
condition (ii), the map q:(u; v) → uv−1 = p(u; E(v)) extends continuously to the closed subset
{(u; v) ∈ E×E|s(u)= s(v)}. We therefore get a map Sq :’(F)→ (X ×X ), where ’ :F →
E × E is the continuous map extending the inclusion F → E × E. Let  = {(x; x)| x ∈ X }
be the diagonal of X ; its closure is a clopen subset S ⊂ (X × X ). Put K = Sq−1( S). It is
clopen in ’(F). Moreover, F ∩ K = {(u; v) ∈ F |uv−1 ∈ }= {(u; u)|u ∈ E}. By Lemma A.9,
supx∈X #(E ∩ s−1({x}))¡ +∞. Now it follows from Lemma A.7 that C(=) is a uniformly
locally 8nite coarse structure.
We show (v) ⇒ (ii): Assume (v) is satis8ed and let E; F ∈ C(=). Since E−1 ∈ C(=), E
extends continuously to SE. We need to prove that the map p extends to a continuous map from
K = {(u; v) ∈ SE × SF | s(u) = r(v)} into =. Put H =E ◦F . By (v), the map (r; s) : SH → X × X
is a homeomorphism  from SH onto the closure  ( SH) of H in X × X . Now, as {(u; v) ∈
E × F |s(u) = r(v)} is dense in K (Lemma A.6), the set {(r(u); s(v))|(u; v) ∈ K} is contained
in  ( SH). Finally, the map (u; v) →  −1(r(u); s(v)) is the desired extension of p from K into
SH ⊂ =.
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